
The tanpaaturc infkaxx o; the quantum yiek of the pIa& b; state-of DtiN ‘&-various & s&e& ha; k& ’ 
ilmiprctg with& Ihe f ramcxvork of a model of deexcitation by charge uaasfcr ecxion in rhe absncc of a porcntial barrier_ 
.+*E====d== &zing the TICT star have hem daiked from the kinetic study of the temporal evolution of the’rxo 
emission bands: the rate u&ant foi the bat$wxd bl + a* rcactioxihas been determined as a&l as its a&vation uw which 
is comlatai to the stabilization of the TICT szatc by dipolar intuaczion with the medium_ 

--- 

1. Irm-oduction In the present study (i) rhe quantum yfeZ{ of the 
planar state of .DMABN is exam&ed in a series of ‘. 

The results on the dynamics of the excited lin~~alkanols, n-akylnitriles aud in butykhloride, : 
DMABN in polar solvents can be summarized as and for various temperatures. Our invektigation 
follows: (1) the precursor-su ccessor relationship demonstites a non-linear correlation between the 
between the pl+ar emitting state (350 nm band: quantum yield and the viscosity valid though a 
b*) and the twisted chai-ge transfer state erpission laro,e. viscosity regime. bit at very Joy ~viscosities 
(red-shifted band a*) has been made evident [VI; linear co&elation is observed- The description of 
(2) the observation of the non-exponential decays the viscosity dependence tia+ on the afore-m&Y 
of b* has been quantit%tiveIy interpreted bi terms tioncd model reconciles all the dynamical and 
of a one-dimensional-motion of an excited solute steady-state measur ements (ii) The tietics b*.+ 
on a potential curve without any. barrier [3]. In a* is anaiyzed with the aid of the we-indepen- 
partk~lar we have demonstrakd the existence of dent reaction rat& scheme which is applicable at : 
two time scales: at times t c 7,” lpaper. I. [3], eq. low_ or moderate viscosities. -The*d_eactivat%m of 
(7)] the r&xationiof the ex&d state is +inly the b* popn@ion can +-approximated by .ni(t) 
governed by the initial excitation condition lead- +PZ,,,(I) where : 

ing to a non-exponential behavior with a char- 

acteristic. time 7,” x 7,” ‘Cpaper I, eq_~ (411 .and for - n,(t)=(~~~,7,Y)lr-~~~-kbf-~,~~~ : :__: 
t >, T$ the decay time is T$‘, pr&portional .to the 
viscosity; (3) the striking feature of a rise time in lpaper.1, eq; (6)j &a n&t) represeni the fast tid ‘. 

.~ 

the emitting TICT species much .faster than the = slow &&&en&-of b*. decay due respectively to- 
appare& de&y of the precurso remiskionco~ thik direct: (b*. + a*) and reverse (I& cl_ra*) reac- ‘. 
the predi+ons of the model for a time-dependent tions. At small solvent mbbilities; th&_cxxiv&?ional. r 
-&on mte;. -. : -- ~. .-- :-. model is -no lon&r valid &d the’ quane yield. of 

&e d* state is propor&d_io : __; -. cl’ ~-. &,I-- 
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instead of J~uM(t) dr in the quasi-stationary case 
Our hey results for all solvents used are: ‘(a) the 
direct reaction b*m + a* does not present an intrin- 
sic barrier to the motion leading to the charge 
transfer state; (b) in contrast, the reverse reaction 
b* C a* exhibits an activation energy much greater 
than that OP the mobility. of the solvent This 
rcflccts the stabilisatiorrof the intramolecular CT 
state: its transition energy is lowered and its emis- 
sion is red-shifted by the polar solvent through 
polarisation intcmction 

Z Kinetics and quantum yield of the planar state 

The kinetic model 

proposed first by Grabowski [4] to interpret sta- 
tionary measurcmcnts leads - in the approxima- 
tion of amstant reaction rates - for the time 
evolution of the b* and a* populations to: 

with 

n?=(X-A,)/(&--X), 

X=k,rk,, Y=k,+k,, 

2h ,2=X+ Y+[(X- Y)=+4kAkb]ln 

and A, -=A=_ 
The identity between the experimental Iong-de- 

cay constants in the b* and a* emission already 
noted [12& was verified in all the solvents we nsed 
in the udole temperature range where the slow 
part in the b* flue rescence was intense enough to 
allow a m easuremcnt of A,_ The relative impor- 
tance of this slow component (ratio l/m) (i) de- 
pends strongly on the nature of the solvent: at 
room temperature for example, it is much lower in 

: ._ 

the. alcohols than in the aprotic &ents (the slow 
.component represents the quasi-totality of the b* 
emission .in acetonitrile -and butyi&Ioride); (ii) 
dccrcases rapidly with decreasing temperature (in 
butanol for example- it becomes negligible below 
--4o”G[2J)_ -. ~- -: 

The relative variation versus teinperaiure of the 
b’ flue resccncc quantum yield (defmc# as kJX 
where k, is the radiative rate constant) can be 
deduced in a wide range from the b: decay curves 
recorded with the single photon counting tech- 
niques without requiring *he determination of A,, 
i-e- even if the apparatus response is not fast 
enough to allow the measure me& of the fast decay 
time 72 = l/AZ_ Indeed, if the condition m z+ 1, 
that implies A,= X, is fitlffled, the integrated 
intensity Ir+ emitted by the b* state in the fast 
component is proportional to l/X and hence to cp_ 
It is appropriate to note at this point that in the 
model used to interpret a time-dependent reaction 
rate .4(r) for k,, the quantity 1, is given by 

IR%C I s cxp( -k,t)erf( Z( 1)) df_ (3) 
0 

Although the rate constant k; for the deactivation 
of b* otherwise than by TICT formation is not 
known in the solvents used in this work, an ap- 
proximate value can be estimated by assuming 
that it should not be very different from that .in 
non-polar solvent (= 3 x lo* s-* in cyclohexane 
at room temperature)_ provided that nzlb 1 and 
X2 B k,, that was observed for a great number of 
experimental conditions, the variation of k, with 
temperature T is -given by that of l/1,. The 
inequality -X2 B k, is usually- verified for low- 
viscosity solutions, and in this case, the deexcita- 
tion rate is approximated by. l/7,” [part I, cq. (6)]_ 

The important experimental result is that for all 
the systems examined in this work, the variation of 
cp (and hence of k,) with T* givesan Arrhenius _ 
pIot without significant deviations in the whole 
temperature .&urge where the decomposition 
method can be used with sufftcient precision.Ex- 
perimcntal activation energies 02. have been de- 
duced from these curves arid the values are rc- 
ported in table -I_ Our results on Qs3. for- .the 
aprotic solvents arc inagrccmcnt with those ob- 
tained from stationary experiments [?I. : ; 
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illg.toa minimum for Ib and at which k, = ka, I, 
is approximately equal to k&X-, C kk) that is the 
quantum yield defmed above and whose variation 
versus T-t gives another experimental method of 
determination of Qz_ For T> T_, It, varies 
roughly as the equilibrium constant kJkbs_ Fig 
1 where the curves obtained for butylchloride are 
given shows a good agreement between variation 
of it, deduced from stationary spectra or from the 
decay curves (la is the tourI intensity emitted by 
the b* state, i_e_ without substracting the slow 
component). For alcoholic solutions, T_ was not 
attained in the experimentaI temperature range as 
ikstrated by the curve (fig lb) recorded with 
butanol as solvent The activation energies Qz 
determined -from these steady state experiments 
are reported in parentheses in table 1_ 

A comparison of Qz with the activation en- 
ergges Q, of the solvent mobility (if we assume in 
fmt approximation that the viscosity varies as 
9 =~a eMQJk,T). ka being the Boltama~ 
constant) shows that in alI the cases we have 
Q~s Q,,_Ihis resuk confii the absence of an 
intrinsic potential barrier for. the TICT state for- 
-&&on and can be well i&rpreted in the model of 
electronic relaxation in the absence of-a ban-&, 

~&s&d to analyze the-~dynamica.l.- ch&cteris&s of 
the-b* -deactivation.,@art.‘I).~.~~dedd~: for- &naII 
viscosities with t/c a. l.inz ,the quasi-totality of 
the explored : time range and; with l/$+ B k, in- 
tegration of eq_ (6) in part I khows that the quan- 
tum yieId is proportional to ($‘$‘)‘/z and hence 
to T/TIP: the apparent activation energy should 
then be near the Q,. On the other hand- for-very 
high xr%cosities such that t/r=“ < 1. we have 

nb(f)=exp(-kbf)~[(~~,~)"l (5) 

= (kJkb)(l - exp[ -2(kbq!‘)‘n])- (6) 

With kb$ = 1. which is always true under our 

Fs L DSiABN/propand sohion+&fion with l-’ of the 
rdativc quantum yidd of the b- stat&ca!cuIataJ with the best 
Ii1 vdu& of < and $? Curve A= 5, = 0. k, i. m: B: x,/x0 
= 0.1. k,,, -a~; D: x,/x0= 05. k, -a~;- C: x, -0. -k& 
x020=6; EL x,-O. k,x,fDyW_ ‘:- . :‘ : 



predicts observed&ivationenergies less th&-Q& : 
the. difference dccr&&g ivhen the solvent be- 
corn& less viscous~ which .is experimentally Verii 
fied- 

Another interesting o&&atiOri _is that. at room 
temperature (small viscosity condition) and for-the 
different. alcoholic solutions (where the backward 
rcactioh b* C a* is negggible). a straight~line with 
a slo&z very close to unity has b&xr found (fig 3) 
for-the curve log. q,, -.verst.ts log $ where 9~~ is the 
relative fluorescence quantum yield of the b? state 
dcduccd from station- spec’& with 6 = 1 in 
cyclohexAne_ 

3. Determination of _the rate constants for -the 
M-e transfer state 

The .mte .constant kab for the reverse b*_c a* 
reaction has been determined from the b* -emis- ’ 
sion decay curves. Indeed, if We consider.eq. (l), it 
can be easily shown that the conditions m ~~1 
and h2 x- k, lead to k, =h,&,/1~-,.wh+-e I& 
represents the integrated SIOW component_ The 
time constant -it = l/A, was measured. from the 
decays of a*;‘its vaIue,was betweerrl.3 and.45 as. 
inaIItheexp&iments. _‘~;._ I ~-_. 

Here ag&r, we’: have observed &n -Arrhemus 
behavior for the-variation of kab--vt$F -F? -as 

can be Seen on fig -4 &hero the. values mca+red 
for various soIvents and different tcmpe&tttms. are -. _-- 
pIottccL The- cxpcrimemaI ‘activation cnergieS .Qz 
ark givkn in the last qltmkof table II ._ 2 : ..-. -- 
‘=_ : It -‘should be noted - that,, -contrary t0 : tfx-J$zise i 
b*-+ a*, the activation energy ‘foi- tp& k@p&i : -’ 
reaction could uot be determined-in. .a&ohols- fr$rn- 1 
-j.&. stationary -spectra since :~~.,mi,nini;mlos,t~~.. 

__ .~ ~; 



curve lb versus T’ was not attained_ The ob- 
servation T_* > 293 K in alcohols is consistent 

with k ,=C_15X109 s-t at room temperature-a 
value deduced from the time-resolved measure- 
ments and significantly smailer than h, (X, is 
always smaller than Y = k, -F k,)_ 

The decay time T, = l/A, of the TICIF state 
fluorescence varies very slowly with temperature 
T: in butylchloride for example. it increases from 
32 ns at room temperature to 4 ns at - 13O”C_ In 
alcohols. a different behavior is observed: the vahte 
of T, goes through a minimum except for decanol 
where ri = 3-4 11s between 75 and ~8OC and for 
methanol where rt dccmases continuously from 
75°C (ft = 1.9 ns) to -90°C (rt = IA ns)_ The 
temperature Yti for which the minimum is at- 
tained increases in going from ethanol (Tti = 
-70°C) to octanoi (7-& = 4“C). The shapes of 
the curves 7, versus Tcan be explained by consid- 

- ering the approximated expression l/r1 = Y -~ 
X/m valid for ti > 1 and which shows that-the 
variation of rLfr de&& on the reIative importance 

between the _calcuiated -and experimental i,(r) 
cuties in the decaying part. &seen 1&~6ousIy, the 
rise rime cannot be fitted at -very. low- tempera- 
tures)_ On fig 5 are compared 71 and the “best-fit” 
values of. 7a for’ DMABN -in :propanoL; At- room 
temperature for example, -with k,FO_lSx lo9 

s-‘onededucesk,-0_S5x109s~‘. 1‘ I 
tiamination of _ tabIe 1 shows -that in all the 

Cases we have Qz.> (3, indicating the +sence of 
a significant barrier for the- backward : reaction 
b’ - a*_ This barrier~resubs from the fact that the 
TICT state is stabilized vvith l&s of its electronic 
energy by dipolar interaction with. the medium 
Assuming that ihe quasi-stationary treatment of 
tiers is &lid for the dea&iv-ation~ of the a* 
state by return to the b’ level, the obs&ved activa- 
tion energy should be given by Q& = Q, + Q, 
(Qu is the barrier height)_ The fact that Qsp is the 
same for ah the alcohols can be interpreted by 
considering that from methanol to decanol if Q,, is 
increased_ Q, should decrease since the-solvent 
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